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A proposal for the implementation of quantum walks using cold atom technology is presented.
It consists of one atom trapped in time varying optical superlattices. The required elements are
presented in detail including the preparation procedure, the manipulation required for the quantum
walk evolution and the final measurement. These procedures can be, in principle, implemented with
present technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the idea of quantum walk was originally
proposed in 1993 [1], it has been understood as an in-
terference phenomenon of quantum states [2]. Various
implementations of quantum walks have been proposed
employing atoms [3], ions [4] or optics elements [2]. One
proposal [3] which is particularly noteworthy proposes
a way to perform quantum walks in optical lattices [5],
where cold atoms are utilized in the Mott insulator phase.
One of the main challenges phased by these models is the
decoherence of internal states in optical lattices during
quantum walks.
Here we propose an alternative scheme for implement-
ing quantum walks based on superlattices, which are
formed by two optical lattices possessing different fre-
quencies [6]. For that we employ a single atom trapped
in superpositions of time modulated optical lattices in a
one dimensional (1D) configuration. By employing two
different superlattices, the state of the atom penetrates
the left or right side through the optical potentials. The
evolution is governed by direct tunneling of the atom be-
tween neighboring sites which can be made large enough
to allow a significant number of steps within decoherence
time. The preparation of the physical setup, the manip-
ulation procedures and the subsequent measurements, is
presented in detail in what follows.
In this paper, we begin with describing double well
potentials in superlattices as a building block. In order
to produce step operation in quantum walks, the state-
dependent tunneling of the atom occurs into the direction
of a lower optical barrier in the double well potential. By
alternating two superlattices depending on the number of
steps, we generate a standard Hadamard driven quantum
walk. In addition, we consider the physical procedures
that are needed to trap a single atom in a 1D optical lat-
tice. We estimate the experimental parameters necessary
for the realization of the quantum walk and the unitary
errors in step operations due to uncontrolled laser proper-
ties. Finally, a measurement procedure is proposed that
unambiguously distinguishes the quantum evolution from
its classical counterpart.
II. QUANTUM WALKS WITH
SUPERLATTICES
A. Superlattices as double wells
Let us consider a single atom that encodes a qubit in
two possible states 0 and 1 characterized, e.g. by two
different hyperfine levels. It is possible to trap this atom
at a particular site within a 1D optical lattice that con-
sists of two optical standing waves. A 1D optical lattice
is given by
V (x) = V cos
2pi
λ
x , (1)
where λ is the periodicity of the optical lattice used to
trap cold atoms, viewed as dipoles, at its potential min-
ima.
The superlattices are generated by interference of two
optical lattices which have different frequencies. In par-
ticular, we consider an additional lattice with potential
amplitude V ′, with double the wavelength of the first
lattice. The resulting superlattice potential is given by
V (x) = V cos
2pi
λ
x− V ′ cos pi
λ
x, (2)
as shown in Figure 1.
Our aim is to activate tunneling from one side to the
other side depending on the internal state of the atom
FIG. 1: Tunneling of an atom in state |0〉int appears from
the left site to the right site in a double well (Vmax = V + V
′
and Vmin = V − V
′).
2[6]. As shown in Figure 1, an initialized atom in the
internal state |0〉int is trapped in the left position |0〉x
where subindexes “int” and “x” denote an internal state
and a position state of the atom. In this section, we as-
sume the ideal case such that the maximum amplitude
of the superlattices Vmax produces no tunneling for ex-
ample between sites labeled 0 and −1 (to the left of the
sites shown in Fig. 1) and the minimum amplitude Vmin
enables a tunneling between two positions in the double
well. Thus, one can restrict between two sites where the
tunneling interaction J is activated by the superlattice
H = −J(a†
1
a2 + a
†
2
a1). (3)
The time evolution operator is described by
U(t1, t0) = cos
(
1
2
J∆t
)
1+ i sin
(
1
2
J∆t
)
σx , (4)
where ∆t = t1 − t0 and σx is one of the Pauli operators
in the basis |0〉x and |1〉x that denote the two possible
position states of the double well. In order to obtain
perfect tunneling between two sites, a time ∆t = pi/J
is required during which the initial position state |0〉x
becomes |1〉x.
B. Quantum walks using 1D superlattices
FIG. 2: (a) The superposed atom is located at site x = 0 of
optical lattices. (b) By employing two superlattices the tun-
neling is activated depending on the internal state of the atom.
(c) A Hadamard operation is performed in optical lattices. (d)
The tunneling by alternating two superlattices occur among
five sites at the second step of quantum walks.
We next demonstrate that quantum walks can be
achieved by tunneling in two state-dependent super-
lattices. In order to describe symmetric quantum walks
[3], we prepare an initialized atom in superposed state
|ψ0〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉int + i|1〉int) ⊗ |0〉x. The subindex n of
state |ψn〉 indicates the number of steps. To implement
a quantum walk we need to construct the step evolution
operator [3]
S =
∞∑
l=−∞
(|0〉int〈0| ⊗ |l + 1〉x〈l|
+|1〉int〈1| ⊗ |l − 1〉x〈l|
)
. (5)
As shown in Figure 2 (b) and (d), this is achieved by
alternating between two different superlattice configura-
tions. The first configuration of the superlattices is given
by
Vodd(x) = Vi cos(2pix) + (−1)iV ′i cos (pix), (6)
where i = 0, 1 corresponds to the lattice that traps the
i-th state of the atom. In the next step, the applied
superlattices are given by
Veven(x) = Vi cos(2pix)− (−1)iV ′i cos (pix). (7)
As we see in Figure 2, the atom is located in even
positions for even n while it sits in odd positions for odd
n. According to Eq. (4), alternating superlattices build
two different step operators acting on the atom during
the quantum walks as follows
Sodd =
∞∑
l=−∞
(|0〉int〈0| ⊗ |2l+ 1〉x〈2l|
+ |1〉int〈1| ⊗ |2l − 1〉x〈2l|
)
, (8)
Seven =
∞∑
l=−∞
(|0〉int〈0| ⊗ |2l〉x〈2l − 1|
+ |1〉int〈1| ⊗ |2l − 2〉x〈2l− 1|
)
. (9)
Indeed, by applying these potentials in succession, two
step operators perform one-directional state-dependent
walks identically and the step operator S can be imple-
mented.
In order to generate a superposed internal state in ev-
ery step, we introduce the Hadamard operation [7]
H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, (10)
in the basis |0〉int and |1〉int. When this operation is per-
formed on all atoms in optical lattices, the internal states
in each site evolve into superposition states. In terms of
quantum optics, this Hadamard operator is decomposed
into three Pauli operators which can be achieved by se-
quential pi/2 laser pulses over all the sites (see Section
IIIB in Ref. [3]). Combined with the Hadamard opera-
tion between every step operator the standard Hadamard
quantum walk is implemented. After performing n steps,
the final state is given by |ψn〉 = (SH)n|ψ0〉.
We start to perform the Hadamard operation on the
initialized state |ψ0〉. After the first tunneling occurs dur-
ing time ∆t = pi/Jmin, the state of the atom is described
3by
|ψ1〉 = 1√
2
(ei
pi
4 |0〉int ⊗ |1〉x + e−ipi4 |1〉int ⊗ | − 1〉x). (11)
As a result, the state of the atom becomes an entan-
gled state between the internal states and their positions.
Then, we switch off the two additional lasers V ′i (i = 0, 1),
which effectively turns off the tunneling between the two
neighboring sites. If the Hadamard operation is applied
on three sites, the atomic state is described in terms of
both internal states and positions (see Figure 2 (c)).
To complete the second step of the quantum walk, we
perform the step operation by the superlattice Veven(x)
as shown in Figure 2 (d). Then, the atomic state after
the second step of the walk equals
|ψ2〉 = 1
2
(|0〉int ⊗ (eipi4 |2〉x + e−ipi4 |0〉x)
+|1〉int ⊗ (eipi4 |0〉x − e−ipi4 | − 2〉x)
)
. (12)
Similarly, after the third step, the total state is
|ψ3〉 = 1
2
√
2
(|0〉int ⊗[
ei
pi
4 |3〉x + (eipi4 + e−ipi4 )|1〉x − e−ipi4 | − 1〉x
]
+ |1〉int ⊗[
ei
pi
4 |1〉x − (eipi4 − e−ipi4 )| − 1〉x + e−ipi4 | − 3〉x
] )
.
(13)
This demonstrates that the interference of each atomic
state (|0〉int and |1〉int) occurs respectively at position
x = 1 and −1 during quantum walks. Thus, the quan-
tum walk is achieved by alternating superlattices, and
produce the desired probability distribution of an atom
over the sites of the 1D optical lattice.
III. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Let us now consider how to implement each of the el-
ements necessary for realizing quantum walks in an 1D
optical lattice. The required trapping of a single atom in
the optical lattice can be achieved in a variety of ways.
Subsequently, alternating superlattices are required to
achieve state-dependent quantum walks. The realization
of 1D and 2D superlattices have been recently demon-
strated [8, 9]. We analyze the amplitudes of the lasers
necessary to generate the desired tunneling ratios. Fur-
thermore, the condition is derived for performing the op-
tical lattice modulations adiabatically to avoid heating
the trapped atom. We investigate how robust the result
of quantum walks is when imperfect tunneling is con-
sidered. Finally, we describe a measurement scheme that
can distinguish the behavior of quantum walks from their
corresponding classical counterpart.
FIG. 3: (a) A single atom is trapped in a position and (b)
the trapping potential is reduced and a 1D optical lattice is
employed.
A. Single atom trapping in 1D optical lattice
In order to trap a neutral atom, a simple method is to
produce a deep harmonic potential. A well-focused laser
beam builds a micro-trap (an optical tweezer trap) which
can grab a single atom in an optical potential [10, 11].
The schemes of trapping pointer atoms are also available
to generate a single atom at a certain site [12, 13]. Al-
ternatively, one can use the quantum Zeno effect by con-
tinuously fluorescent measurements to obtain a pointer
atom [6]. When an optical lattice is applied across the
trapping region, the atom can remain stable in a mini-
mum of optical lattice (see Figure 3). Thus, to trap a
single atom at a certain site within a 1D optical lattice
seems experimentally feasible.
B. Laser amplitude regime
As we have seen, in order to perform step operation in
the quantum walk one needs to control the laser ampli-
tude corresponding to each atomic state. This will result
to a tunneling coupling Jσ that depends on the internal
state, σ, of the atom. In particular, the tunneling cou-
plings depend on the amplitude of the laser radiation, V ,
in the following way [14]
J (V ) =
ER
2
exp(−pi
2
4
√
V
ER
)
[√
V
ER
+
(
V
ER
)3/2]
, (14)
where ER is the recoil energy.
Hence, by selectively varying the amplitudes of the
laser radiation at the in-between site regions it is possi-
ble to activate the tunneling interaction between the de-
sired lattice sites. This is achieved by superlattices that
4FIG. 4: This demonstrates that more perfect tunneling is
produced for fixed laser coupling V1 when the second laser
coupling V ′1 becomes larger.
give the spatial amplitude variation Vmax = Vi + V
′
i and
Vmin = Vi−V ′i (i = 0, 1). If the tunneling of the maximal
potential Vmax is much smaller than that of the minimal
potential Vmin, the result of our quantum walk achieves
the required outcome. Taking into account the two tun-
neling couplings Jmax = J (Vmax) and Jmin = J (Vmin),
we demand that the ratio Jmax/Jmin is close to zero. For
instance, the amplitude of the first optical lattice V0 in
Eq. (1) can be taken to be approximately 25ER, i.e.
the system is taken well into the Mott-insulating phase
[15]. When the second optical lattice with amplitude V ′0
is applied, we consider Jmax/Jmin as a function of V
′
0
.
As shown in Figure 4, when V ′
0
≈ 17.5ER, the ratio of
two couplings can be maintained at a sufficiently small
value (e.g. Jmax/Jmin ≈ 0.001) to suppress undesired
tunneling.
In addition, the superlattices must be switched on adi-
abatically. Typically, an atom in Mott-insulating optical
lattices is trapped in a ground state. If we change optical
potentials rapidly the atom can be kicked to an excited
state or out of the optical potentials. Thus, adiabatic
modulation from optical lattices to superlattices is re-
quired to avoid heating the trapped atom. For the exper-
imentally achievable trapping frequency of ωT = 30kHz
[15, 16] a suitable time δT ≈ 33µs can be employed for
the adiabatic evolution.
C. Study of errors
Here, sources of experimental errors are taken into ac-
count. In Ref. [3], the decoherence of internal states
is mainly considered because this reduces the quantum
walk to its classical counterpart. The instability of laser
beams (e.g. uncontrollable phase shifts) can influence
the mobility of trapped atoms and cause imperfect ma-
nipulations during quantum walks. Nevertheless, we can
restrict ourselves to less than two dozen steps in quantum
walks, where the coherence of the internal states can be
maintained.
To model these errors we consider an incomplete tun-
neling produced by the imperfect modulation of trap-
ping potentials. In our setup, a major error can be pro-
duced by the fluctuation of the laser pulse time ∆t =
pi/J(Vmin). Taking into account this undesired effect,
the unitary operation in Eq. (4) is no longer σx dur-
ing the tunneling procedure. When the tunneling by
lowering optical potentials is not perfectly timed, then
the atomic state becomes a superposition state in posi-
tion during the tunneling. In this case, quantum walks
cannot be described by the step operator S in Eq. (5).
Even though this defect does not cause the decoherence
of internal states, it generates a different kind of quan-
tum walk through odd and even steps. Shapira et al.
[17] investigated the case of similar unitary noises in the
Hadamard operations during 1D quantum walks. They
showed that the procedure with unitary noise evolves
from quantum to classical walk distributions depending
on the number of steps. Here we consider unitary errors
in the step operations. A more controllable setup can
vary the period of laser pulses in the Hadamard or step
operation, thus generating different step operators and
quantum coin tossing, which may be used for aperiodic
quantum walks [18].
As shown in Figure 5, the error case demonstrates a
leakage of probability distribution compared with perfect
tunneling and also shows different aspects from the clas-
sical walks. When the period of the laser beam (with
error δt0) is described by ∆t = pi/Jmin + δt0, the larger
error value of the laser pulse time δt generates a narrower
dispersion of the atomic states (see color lines in Figure
FIG. 5: Probability distributions for n = 10 without errors
δt0 = 0 (black) with errors δt0 = 0.2/Jmin (blue), 0.4/Jmin
(green), and 0.6/Jmin (red). The dashed line shows the prob-
ability distribution for n = 10 in a classical walk.
5FIG. 6: Fluorescence measurements by a short wavelength
laser beam at distanceM to obtain a probability distribution.
5). Eventually, if δt = pi/Jmin, the characteristic inter-
ference behavior of quantum walks does not appear due
to the lack of a step operation in the procedure.
D. Measurement procedure
In order to make sure that quantum walks have been
performed, we need to evaluate the probability distri-
bution at a certain lattice position. When we use rela-
tively long-wavelength optical lattices, a single atom can
be measured at a certain site at distance M from the
initial site by a well-focused laser beam using fluorescent
measurements [19] (see Figure 6).
If we want to measure the atomic state in the N -th site
away from the initial site, we shift the measurement laser
to the distanceM = Nλ (λ is the wavelength of the trap-
ping laser). Then, the laser pulse is applied continuously
for a certain period. Here we can assume that the width
of the focused laser beam sufficiently small enough not
to disturb the other states in neighboring sites. By ob-
serving fluorescence histograms, the atomic state in the
site can be measured [19].
In this way one can distinguish between a quantum
walk evolution and a classical one by detecting at which
step, n, of the control procedure, population has been
built at a site N . If one measures the atomic state over
all sites in each step, the distribution of probabilities in a
certain step shows the behavior characteristic of classical
walks. Then, the probability at a specific site increases
with respect to more steps due to the dispersion of the
atomic state. However, if we only measure the atomic
state at the end of the quantum walks, the occupation
probability at the specific site fluctuates over the different
number of total steps.
In Figure 7, we plot the probability at the same site in
quantum walks with respect to the number of steps. The
probability at the sixth site appears after the fifth step
in both classical and quantum cases. While the value of
probabilities gradually grow up in the classical case over
lager n, the probabilities rapidly fluctuate in the quan-
tum walk cases due to quantum coherence. For example,
the probability at the tenth step (n = 10) in perfect quan-
tum walks reaches the highest peak, approximately 0.26,
and drops to zero while it only increases monotonically
from about 0.04 in the classical distribution. Therefore,
we see that a reliable characterization of the evolution
can be deduced within several steps of quantum walks.
FIG. 7: The plot shows that the probabilities of quantum
walks (lined) at the sixth site (N = 6) fluctuates between
the fourth and seventeenth steps while that of classical walks
(dashed) increases continuously. (errors with the same colors
as shown in Figure 5).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we have proposed a physical realization
of a quantum walk with one atom manipulated within
time varying optical lattices. A detailed study of the re-
quired elements is given and a study of the relevant errors
is presented. The interaction coupling of the evolution is
given by direct tunneling of an atom from one site to its
neighbor which can be made significantly large. Imper-
fect tunneling generates unitary errors in quantum walks
but it still shows quantum behaviors in probability dis-
tribution. Finally, we describe a feasible measurement
approach which can distinguish the two different proba-
bility distributions of classical and quantum walks at a
certain site. This gives the possibility to perform sev-
eral algorithmic steps within the decoherence times of
the system, typically taken to be of the order of a second
[20].
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